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Sound of slow shifting under the blankets, followed by a deep inhale. Soft, distant
sounds of rain in the background.

(soft groan as he’s waking up) Mn.. Morning.. Sleep okay? … Yeah I did. Hm. Hope you’re not
too sore from last night. (groans again, followed by a soft heh.) Yeah well.. I didn’t think you’d
be able to bend that way. But you never cease to impress me..guess those Yoga lessons you’ve
been taking with Mirko have been paying off..

(yawn) Mm. What time is it anyways? Hand me my phone?

(Sound of shifting)

Thanks.



(Few clicks and sound of messages being sent)

(sighs in relief) Thank fuck we’re off today. This weather.. What a drag. Going out to patrol in
this crap? No thanks. S’got pneumonia written all over it.

(sleepy chuckle) I guess it isn’t SO bad…get to actually see daylight for once…sleep in…(big
stretch and a groan with a chuckle) Have a nice romp the night before and wake up next to
you. I’d call it a pretty good morning all things considered.

(pause)

(snort) Yeah yeah you’re right…more like afternoon than morning. You really did wear me out
didn’t you? (chuckles) The only time I ever sleep so late is when you get ahold of me like
that…(kiss) not that I mind much~ I’d be an idiot to complain about it.

(sound of phone locking then being set down) So.. What did you wanna do today? There’s
not really much we can do. With the rain and all.

(Pause)

Hm. Stay in bed all day? Can’t really say no to that. After the night we had, couldn’t hurt. Gives
us a chance to just rest after all that…heh…’exercise’...

(shuffling of fabric)

Hn? What’s that? Oh…I wondered where the capture scarf went. Give it here…
(shifting)

There, now it’s out of the way. (Smugly) Maybe we’ll need it later on, who knows? Y’know. I
never thought you wanting a wrought iron bed frame was for anything other than looks
but…heh…goes to show what I know. Shoulda known it was for some kinky shit when you
asked the support guys to design it. (snort)

Mm…c’mere. I’ve been working for a while, so I’ve got a lot of cuddles to catch up on.

(Sound of shifting)

(comfortable sigh) Hm.. Feeling your skin against mine is.. really nice. I always sleep better
with you next to me. Mm..

(A small moment of cuddles, enjoying the ambient rain)



(Soft kisses) Kitty.. C’mere. (More kissing for a few moments, escalating it into deeper
kissing.)

(Softly groans) I know we just woke up, but.. I can’t get enough of you.

Hm? Oh. Don’t worry about, uh, that.. Happens sometimes in the morning. Especially when I’m
thinking about the sounds you were making last night. I’ll take care of it when I go shower.

Nn? I mean.. I’m not gonna say no. If you’re offering. Uh— And you’re already under the covers.

H-Hngh.. Shit. Your hand feels nice.

(Sound of shifting) Jeez. You’re really horny this morning? Here I thought I fucked it all out of
you last night. Hn— (sharp inhale, followed by cock sucking noises)

(Sighs, and deep groans follow for a few moments)

Kitty. You’re really going for it huh.. Did waking up next to me get you.. (groans) that excited?
(Shaky laugh)

(Laugh is cut off by another deep groan) Your tongue… How do you— Mn..

(Dick sucking noises continue for another minute or so, with groans speckled in
between)

(Groans, softly) If you keep that up, I’m gonna cum. I—

(sucking noises suddenly stop, followed by a grumble)

You’re done? Hey. What’s with that grin..Oh.. You still want more of my cock.

(Pause) I.. yeah of course.

(Shifting, followed by a shaky sigh) Sorry, it’s a bit sensitive. Not that I mind..

Mm.. looks like we'll be needing the scarf sooner than I thought. Here, show me how well you’ve
been practicing.

(pause)

Mhm..guide it up and over,

(Scarf noises)



Just like that...around your arms carefully. Just like I did last night, we don’t want you cutting off
circulation or anything. Be a real damn shame to ruin this day with an ER trip, heh.

(small pause)

Mhm. Just like that. Perfect.

(sound of rope creaking, being pulled, a chuckle) Don’t worry it can take it…I can drag a
damn car with this thing if I wanted to, so don’t fret. (gently) Hold onto the scarf as tight as you
want. I'll help you guide your hips.

There you go. Just.. like.. (soft hiss as he slips inside) that.

That’s it. Lift yourself up and down on my cock. Just like I showed you last night.

(soft clapping, with soft bed creaking through dialogue)

Fuck that feels good..

You like fucking yourself on me? You enjoy giving me something to watch in the mirror? (Shaky
groan)

You always like giving me a show, don’t you? Whether it’s here— (sharp thrust) or, (soft
groan) at the agency. (Thrusting continues) Surprised we haven’t gotten caught yet, ‘specially
with how insistent you are at work.

Ah.. fuck. Seeing your hands all wrapped up in the scarf. Riding my cock like your life depends
on it. You do things to me..

(Soft panting mingled in with groans and moans as the listener continues to ride them,
gradually picking up the pace)

Kitty.. (shaky breath) I can feel you getting close around me. That’s it.. Get yourself there. I’m
right here.. Use me to get there.

(Thrusting becomes more desperate, bed creaking gets louder)

(Soft groan) Yeah, I’m almost there too. Don’t worry, I promise I’m gonna fill you up.

That’s it, that’s it.. (big thrust, sharp inhale, followed by a loud groan) Fuck.. (thrusts slow,
with soft panting)

Ah… ha..



(Sound of scarf material being let go)

Gotcha…(kiss) You did so good for me baby…(slow exhale as he calms down)

Mm.. You can lay on top of me.. Just catch your breath, and pull out when you’re ready..

Ha.. (soft sigh as he catches his breath) You okay?.. Yeah.. Me too. Here…

(small massage noise)

S’just to make sure that your arms still have circulation in them. Hanging up like that? It can be
kinda dangerous. It’s always why I give you a rubdown after we use the scarf.

(chuckles) Hey, I happen to know a thing or two about this kinda thing alright? Ever since I
found out that we were both into it, I started doing some research because…well I’ve seen how
dangerous this thing can be..Rope too…and the last thing I want is to injure you at all.
(small kiss) There…how’s that? No tingling or anything?

(pause)

Good…m’glad. Now…lemme get it out of the way. Don't want it dangling in our faces while
we’re trying to be comfortable.

(sound of the scarf being used, shifting)

There, out of the way.

(Contented sigh) I.. didn’t expect our morning to start that way, but honestly, I don’t mind at all.
Hm. Almost ready to pull out? Alright…One sec.

(fabric shifting)

There we go…got the towel laid out.. (chuckles) Hey, don’t make fun of me, I don’t like lying in
a wet spot so sue me.

Ready when you are..

(Soft groan as they pull out)

Whew… C’mon, lay next to me. I didn’t take my day off so I could be apart from you y’know?

(Shifting)

Mm…perfect…and..(kiss) Love you too.



(yawns, long slow stretch) Mmn.. What do you say, we sleep for another hour, we get up, take
a shower, and I’ll make us some pancakes.

Yup, gonna make your favorite kind. Got the syrup you like too. Was thinking about making
some bacon too.

What do you want for a side?

(pause)

Hmmmmm I guess I can swing that, just for you. (chuckles, kiss) Mhm you’re
welcome..thankfully I managed to go shopping the other day when I got off my patrol. No thanks
to Sparky coming in and emptying our fridge like a delinquent.

(huffs) Hey he’s got his own apartment! He doesn’t need to be eating us out of house and home
too. (chuckles, hums) Mn. I guess it’s fine if you vouch for him…just don’t go complaining when
he eats your snacks again.

(pause)

(fondly) Looks like someone’s getting sleepy….Settle in okay? Rest a bit more…

(Soft kiss, softly) Sleep tight, kitty. I love you…See you when you wake up.

(Audio fades out with the gentle sound of rain)


